Retail Cities
in Asia Pacific
The rising stars of
the catwalk

joneslanglasalle.com/asiapacific

“Increasing urbanisation and
rising wealth levels are powering
a major transformation of the
region’s retail landscape which
is driving opportunities for
retailers and investors alike.
This publication provides insights
into what is arguably the most
exciting story in Asia Pacific’s
dynamic property markets.
We hope you enjoy it.”
Dr Jane Murray
Head of Research – Asia Pacific
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Just over half of the world’s population lives in Asia
Pacific. That is 3.8 billion people, of which 1.7 billion
currently live in cities.
The region’s urban population is set to rise to
2 billion by the end of the decade. Combine that
with rapid economic growth in many countries and
the result is a meteoric rise in wealth levels.

Nominal Retail Sales
(Y-o-Y % Growth)
• Asia Pacific is also home to some of the world’s
wealthiest nations, with Australia, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Japan in the top 30 in terms of per
capita income.
• International luxury and mid-range retailers are
aggressively growing their businesses in these
rapidly transforming markets.

Total Stock (mil sqm) as
at end-2011
2012 to 2016 New Supply
Additions as % of stock
• With rising affluence comes large scale
development of retail stock. Across the region’s
major retail markets, prime retail stock currently
sits at 80 million sqm and is forecast to rise by
another 50 million sqm in the next five years. Of
this, 25% will be built in Asia’s Tier I markets and
a staggering 67% or 35 million sqm in the Tier II
markets of China.
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Retail Investment Trends
• As the retail sector grows and matures, real estate investors in Asia Pacific are increasingly focusing on retail assets. In 2011, almost USD25 billion of retail property was
transacted across the region, a record volume that was maintained in the first half of 2012.
• The top retail investment destinations are currently the mature markets of Japan and Australia, together with China. In the coming years, we predict that interest in the region’s
emerging markets will continue to grow and China will become Asia Pacific’s number one retail investment destination by 2020.

The Jones Lang LaSalle Asia Pacific Research team provides
in-depth coverage of 41 retail markets in 10 countries.

Market Statistics
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Market Statistics
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+68%
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+82%

+59%
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Sources
City Population: World Urbanisation Prospects, United Nations: The 2011 Revision
Retail sales: various government websites
Retail stock and supply additions: Jones Lang LaSalle (Real Estate Intelligence Service), 2Q12
Brisbane stock from the Property Council of Australia as at 1Q12

1.6

+21%
1.9

+33%

+45%
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Notes 									
Retail sales growth: Bangkok refers to Thailand, Melbourne (Victoria), Brisbane (Queensland) and Sydney
(New South Wales). May figure for Singapore, 2Q12 for Shanghai, April for Thailand, June for the rest
Stock/supply figures refer to prime retail centres for Asian cities and regional/sub-regional centres for
Australian cities.
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Retail Cities | Bangkok

Buying into
Asia’s Retail
Boom
From Shanghai to Mumbai
and Hong Kong to Jakarta,
retail investment continues
to break new ground.

Buying into Asia’s Retail Boom

A visit to any major city in Asia Pacific will show that retail development is
an entrenched part of the urban landscape. Retail has become a preferred
asset class for investors who see consumption as being closely aligned to the
region’s growth story.
Strategic markets like China, India and Hong Kong are continuing to absorb
significant investment, but interest is also rising in cities like Jakarta and
Kuala Lumpur, where evolving consumer preferences are influencing the
expansion strategies for international retailers.
Investor appetite for China’s retail sector saw transaction volume rise
significantly in 2011, a pattern that continued in the first half of 2012. For
at least the next 24 months, the government’s push to increase domestic
consumption is predicted to sustain strong retail sales.
“Opportunities remain abundant
in China as the retail growth
story extends across the
country,” says David Hand,
Head of Investment China.
Tier 1-cities remain compelling
given the favourable demandsupply dynamics and historically
low vacancy levels. Non-tier 1
cities also present attractive
options, driven by differentiated
growth prospects across China,
and continued infrastructural
David Hand
investments. Chengdu,
Head of Investment China
Chongqing and Xi’an in Central
China are well positioned to
benefit, while cities connecting coastal to inland regions, like Wuhan, are
attracting interest.

“Opportunities
remain abundant
in China as the
retail growth story
extends across
the country”

In Hong Kong, retail activity is spurred by the close proximity to China.
“Chinese visitors are coming in droves, and account for around 33% of retail
spend,” says Tom Gaffney, Head of Retail in Hong Kong. Leasing demand is
currently very strong, and rents are rising as competition for prime space
intensifies. “International retailers are now clamouring to establish flagship
stores in prime Hong Kong locations, both to tap this demand, and to use as a
springboard of their expansion into, and across, China.”
India is Asia Pacific’s other emerging pillar economy, although retail
investment activity slowed in the first half of 2012 and the outlook for the
second half of the year is similar. “In key metro cities like Mumbai, New Delhi,
Bangalore and Kolkata, the momentum for growth continues, although the
pace is slower, and leasing demand remains high,” says Pankaj Renjhen,
Joint Managing Director of Retail for India. However, a mismatch is evident
between where the demand is for leasing and the locations where supply is
being developed.
In Australia, despite ongoing subdued retail turnover growth, retail
investment activity remained strong in the first half of 2012, with USD2.6 billion
worth of retail transactions – more than half the total transactions in 2011.
“One of the key factors driving strong levels of activity is large A-REITs
strategically recycling capital by selling down part or whole shares in
core regional assets,” says Simon Rooney, Head of Retail Investments for
Australia. Investment activity is particularly strong at the upper end of the
market, underpinned by robust demand from domestic institutional wholesale
investors and offshore sovereign and pension funds.
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Retail Cities | Bangkok

Building for
the Online
Revolution
A surge in online shopping
across the region is beginning
to impact on the demand for
industrial property space.

Building for the Online Revolution

Asia Pacific consumers are increasingly drawn to online shopping, and fast
evolving technology platforms enable consumers to be more demanding. As
a result, the structure of the online retail sector is changing. The challenge
of meeting projected demand for click-and-purchase products is driving a
rethink of logistics, with retailers planning for the future and expanding their
warehousing capacity.
“Online retailing has witnessed rapid growth in the last 12 months, and the
impact on industrial property is coming to fruition,” report says Andrew
Maher, Head of Industrial, NSW, Australia, and author of the 2012 Online
Retailing: Driving a New Wave of Industrial Business, which was published in
May 2012.
Real estate functionality for online trading differs to traditional bricks-andmortar retailing. E-tailers have unique warehousing requirements based
around four key factors: workforce quality and density, location, supply chain
execution and real estate functionality.
Unlike shopping centre or high street retailers who transport multiple boxes
on palettes from a warehouse to their stores, online retailers send up to 5,000
packages per day to individual addresses. Being close to population areas
and fast access to the postal system are essential.
The number one e-commerce priority
is customer satisfaction, and the
efficiency of the warehouse is the
only differentiating factor for most
online retailers. A rapid turnover
of products means e-tailers rely
heavily on staff that receive, pick and
pack their products, and traditional
facilities such as racking are
redundant. They therefore
occupy warehouses with lower
clearance heights.

“Around 40% of
retail logistics
is now related
to e-tailing”
Stuart Ross
Head of Industrial in China.

Burgeoning online demand is evident across Asia Pacific. In India, e-tailers
like Shoppers Shop, Infiniti Retail and Fashion and You are leading the way,
while Russia’s ru-Net became the first foreign company to invest in an Indian
e-commerce firm when it purchased stakes in the in Freecultr and BeStylish
websites. “Online retailing is growing in India,” says Shubhranshu Pani, Joint
Managing Director of Retail for India. “The impact is highest for books, music,
mobile phones, electronics, watches and jewellery.”
China, which boasts more than 500 million active netizens, is also seeing
shoppers logging on in large numbers. The impact is already being felt in the
logistics sector.
“Around 40% of retail logistics is now related to e-tailing,” says Stuart Ross,
Head of Industrial in China.
Significant growth in online retail warehouse demand has occurred since
2009, but e-tailers in China are planning for precipitous growth. “If 50,000 sqm
is needed to meet demand, ecommerce firms will seek 100,000 sqm to factor
in growth. They are also seeking longer leases, sometimes of between 7 and
10 years,” says Wang.
As growth patterns for online retailing across the region begin to stabilise,
more global players are likely to enter national markets, and existing
operations by established local e-tailers will expand. The impact of the online
revolution on industrial property is only just beginning.
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Managing
the Shopping
Centre
Experience

Competition for consumers is intensifying
and Retail Asset Managers are looking for
ways to stay ahead of the game.

Managing the Shopping Centre Experience

Diversified malls could become a signature feature of downtown high streets
across Asia Pacific. Intensifying competition between retailers and fastchanging consumer preferences are forcing developers and investors to
rethink their operational and branding strategies. The results could be more
than just eye-catching.
“An evolution is occurring in
how shopping centres are being
strategically planned, built and
managed,” says Colin Dowall, Head of
Retail Asset Management for Jones
Lang LaSalle Greater China. “A more
scientific, long-term approach is now
being taken.” Greater emphasis is
placed on target catchment areas,
existing and potential competition in
the marketplace, layouts and design
ideas that will make more impactful
connections with consumers.

“An evolution
is occurring in
how shopping
centres are being
strategically
planned, built
and managed”

In addition to setting financial and
Colin Dowall
operational objectives, developers are
Head of Retail Asset Management for
increasingly using market research
Jones Lang LaSalle Greater China
to help manage the tenant mix and
position malls toward targeted
customer profiles. Quarterly surveys of property managers in Australia, for
example, have provided invaluable benchmark data regarding turnover and
profits. The results identify which retail segments are performing well at
different points throughout the year, and help influence decision-making
about tenant mix changes in advance of leases expiring.

Surveys also provide retailer feedback that helps mall owners respond to new
challenges, such as the advance of online retailing. “Shopping centres are
now responding by offering better loyalty and VIP programmes, introducing
more lifestyle elements, ‘street walk’ designs, family-oriented facilities and
food-based retail and dining to tap discretionary spend,” says Tony Doherty
Head of Retail, Property and Asset Management in Australia.
One noticeable trend is for shopping centre owners to diversify their dining
portfolios to help create a one-stop shopping experience that encourages
consumers to spend a whole afternoon or early evening in a mall with friends
or family. To assist with this process, specialist operators are often hired to
source new dining products that will enhance the market positioning of new
malls, and freshen up the overall offering at existing shopping centres.
Involving local communities from the outset is another strategy that is
starting to gain traction. “In China, developers are looking at options such as
sponsoring football teams, and going into universities to hire fashion students
to design staff uniforms or art students to create an installation,” says Colin
Dowall. These outreach schemes create great publicity for the mall, and
make a powerful connection with communities.
In Singapore, where downtown vacancy rates are as low as 1% and new
development space is tightly controlled and extremely limited, mall owners
are having to apply new thinking. Several malls on the famous Orchard
Road shopping street have been refreshed and refurbished in an attempt to
compete with smartly designed and branded newcomers like Ion Orchard.
“Singapore’s population is growing, and changes are occurring as the retail
market matures,” says Hannah MacDonald, Head of Retail for Singapore.
“Mall owners are looking at options like clustering and grouping, and are
reassessing unit sizes and the overall tenant mix to boost performance.”
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Retail Cities | Melbourne

2Q 2012 Highlights

Melbourne

Melbourne claims to be the fashion capital of
Australia. It has a vibrant and diverse retail
sector, ranging from the boutiques of the
CBD laneways to ‘Chadstone the Fashion
Capital’ - the largest shopping centre in the
southern hemisphere. To boost Melbourne’s
standing as a globally recognised shopping
destination, the City of Melbourne, the
Victorian State Government and the retail
industry teamed up to develop the 2006-2012
Melbourne Retail Strategy.

Supply
constraints
beyond the
bulky goods
sub-sector

Low vacancy
rate rises
moderately

Retail
investment
activity
increases

Demand
The Victorian state economy slowed throughout 2011, particularly
in the second half of the year. Demand finally recovered in 1Q12,
although the effects are yet to flow through to the labour market,
consumer confidence and retail spending. In June 2012, the
unemployment rate stood at 5.5%, slightly elevated compared
with 5.0% in December 2011. Retail turnover growth remained
subdued at just 2.1% year-on-year in June, and has generally
slowed from the post-fiscal stimulus boost period in 2009.The
average Melbourne vacancy rate across all retail categories
increased marginally to 2.1% in 1H12, from 1.7% in 2H12, but all
categories remain substantially below the national average. The
most notable increase was 2.6% in the Melbourne CBD, but this
came off a historically low base of just 0.8% in December 2011.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

SUPPLY
Retail construction activity is increasing, driven primarily by
new bulky goods centres, which accounted for five out of seven
completions in 2Q12. New supply in 2012, including both projects
completed and under construction and due to complete, is
expected to reach 229,300 sqm, an increase of 20% compared to
2011. No new projects commenced in 2Q12, but a raft of projects
totalling 163,700 sqm started in 1Q12, the highest quarterly figure
in more than five years. This included Lend Lease’s new 55,000
sqm Craigieburn Central sub-regional shopping centre, which is
due to complete in 4Q13. Further commencements are expected
in the core retail sub-sectors (regional, sub-regional and
neighbourhood) as A-REITs continue to focus on refurbishment
and extensions of existing assets.

Asset Performance

Future Supply
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Rental Value Index

Average specialty store rents were stable across all retail formats
in Melbourne in 2Q12, proving that even regional centres, which
are typically resilient to changes in the macro environment, are
not immune to the challenging retail conditions. Retail investment
activity remained strong despite the soft retail fundamentals.
Transactions totalled AUD 282 million in 2Q12, including the 50%
share of Centro The Glen for AUD 207 million. This was part of a
portfolio comprising a half share in three regional centres sold by
Centro Retail Australia (CRF) for AUD 690 million to the privately
held Perron Group. Prime equivalent yields were stable across all
the retail formats except the CBD. The CBD yield range widened
from between 6.50% and 8.00% to between 6.00% and 8.00%.

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

12-Month Outlook

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ AUD 1479 psm pa
Stage in Cycle Growth Stable
No. of Quarters Since Last Peak 0

Rental Value

^ net, on GFA

Capital Value N/A

Both the Victorian state economy and retail spending are
forecast to slow further in 2013. Tenant demand will therefore
remain relatively subdued, but low retail vacancy rates will
mitigate any significant downward pressure on rents. Yields are
forecast to remain stable as demand for retail assets nationally
remains strong from a range of buyer types.
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Note: Melbourne Retail refers to Melbourne’s overall retail market

Index Base 4Q07 = 100

Retail Cities | Sydney

2Q 2012 Highlights

Sydney

Sydney’s sleek shopping environment blends
smart suburban malls, department stores,
designer brand flagships and home grown
fashions. As Australia’s biggest city, the large
working population in the CBD creates a
strong market for the shopping centres along
the recently refreshed Pitt Street Mall. Retail
outlets also extend the length of George Street
– the city’s main thoroughfare – and are
bookended by the busy China Town precinct
in the south and The Rocks in the north.

Expansion
of hardware
chains
dominates
supply pipeline

Low vacancy
rates mask
leasing
challenges

Private
investors
active in the
market

Demand
Similar to most Australian states, retail turnover growth
remained subdued in New South Wales, and was significantly
below the long-term average rate. Consumers in New South
Wales are more susceptible to interest rate movements than
other states because of their higher level of mortgage debt. The
reduction in the official cash rate since November 2011 (down
by 125 bps) is beginning to have a positive impact, and retail
turnover growth improved in 2Q.The Sydney retail vacancy rate
rose slightly in 1H12 to 2.3%, from 1.7% in 2H11, but remains low
by historical standards and below the national average of 3.5%.
The most significant increases were in neighbourhood centres
(3.6% in 1H12, up from 1.9% in 2H11) and in the Sydney CBD
(2.7%, up from 2.0%). The sub-regional vacancy rate increased
slightly from 2.0% in 2H11 to 2.3% in 1H12, while regional
vacancy rates remained effectively unchanged at 0.7% in the
first half of 2012 (from 0.8% in 2H11).

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply

SUPPLY
The supply of new retail space has continued to decline, with
just 45,800 sqm completed in H1 of 2012. However, a further
96,400 sqm is under construction and due to complete by the
end of 2012. This would represent a 17% increase in annual
supply compared to 2011. Over half of this space is attributable
to Bunnings and Master Home Improvement hardware stores.
Additionally, a large number of projects in pre-construction
phases of development are expected to open in Sydney over
the next few years. In total, 51 projects, with a combined area
of 561,700 sqm, are currently in the ‘plans approved’ or ‘plans
submitted’ stages.

Asset Performance
While vacancy rates have remained relatively low, incentives
have reportedly increased and short-term leasing has become
more prevalent. Rental growth has effectively stalled across
most retail formats and some signs of decline have emerged in
the bulky goods, sub-regional and neighbourhood centre subsectors. Private investors largely dominated retail investment
activity in 2Q, and only one out of ten transactions was greater
than AUD 15 million. Prime equivalent yields were stable across
all retail formats except in the neighbourhood centre sub-sector.
The neighbourhood yield range widened from between 7.25%
and 10.00% to between 7.25% and 10.25%, reflecting greater risk
aversion towards secondary grade assets and the difficulty in
obtaining debt finance for centres with leasing risk.

12-Month Outlook
The outlook for retail turnover growth in New South Wales is
increasingly positive, and growth is forecast to increase further
in 2013. Rental growth is expected to remain constrained in the
short term, but low vacancy rates combined with a forecast
recovery in retail spending and tenant demand should support a
recovery in rents thereafter.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ AUD 1957 psm pa
Stage in Cycle Rents Stable
No. of Quarters Since Last Peak 0

Rental Value

^ net, on GFA

Capital Value N/A

Note: Sydney Retail refers to Sydney’s overall retail market
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Retail Cities | Brisbane

2Q 2012 Highlights

Brisbane

Brisbane is Australia’s third largest city and
is the capital of Queensland. The downtown
shopping precincts offer smart retail centres
such as Queen Street Mall, plus street front
stores, and heritage-listed arcades – all of
which attract high-profile international
and domestic retailers. Brisbane is also the
gateway to the holiday playgrounds along the
Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast, which have
their own retail centres.

Average
vacancy rate
declines

Rents stabilise
in all retail
formats

Investors
attracted by
long-term
outlook

Demand
Retail turnover growth in Australia is still subdued, but
edged up to 2.8% per annum in June 2012, following cuts to
the official cash rate by the Reserve Bank of Australia. This
moderate improvement reflects the performance of two states,
Queensland and Western Australia. Retail turnover growth in
Queensland has gradually increased since the end of 2010,
and rose to 3.6% per annum at the end of June. South East
Queensland was the only retail market in Australia to record
a decline in the average vacancy rate, falling to 4.4% in 1H12,
from 5.5% in 2H11. This was partly due to a change in the
survey sample and also reflected a moderate improvement in
tenant demand. Although slightly reduced, the vacancy rate
remains higher than the national average of 3.5%. Vacancies
were highest beyond metropolitan Brisbane, specifically the
Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast, due to a decline in the number
of international tourists and higher unemployment.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply

SUPPLY
South East Queensland’s retail supply pipeline has slowly
increased from the 45,500 sqm low recorded in 2010, to 73,800
sqm in 2011, and 103,500 sqm in 2012. Recent construction
activity largely comprised new Bunnings and Masters Home
Improvement stores, accounting for 76% in 2011. Institutional
owners are re-commencing with the refurbishment and
expansion of core assets in regional and sub-regional centres.
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Asset Performance
Average specialty store rents were stable across all
retail formats, except for the Brisbane CBD. Some leasing
transactions suggest that CBD rents have declined in the past
12 months, particularly in the super-prime precinct.
Retail investment transactions for Queensland totalled
AUD 205 million in 2Q. The largest was the AUD 62 million sale
of the sub-regional Calamvale Central shopping centre in June,
which reflected an initial yield of 8.15%.The equivalent yield
range for South East Queensland retail assets was broadly
stable in 2Q, except for the regional sub-sector which tightened
to between 5.75% and 7.50%, from between 5.75% and 8.25% in
1Q12. This adjustment reflects a change in the sample rather
than different market conditions.

12-Month Outlook
The outlook for the Queensland retail property market is
increasingly positive. Retail turnover growth is forecast to
outperform all other states except Western Australia, which also
benefits from a strong resources sector. Rental growth is forecast
to remain constrained over the next 12 months, but strong demand
from a range of buyers for prime assets will support the upper end
of the yield range.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ AUD 1294 psm pa
Stage in Cycle Rents Stable
No. of Quarters Since Last Peak 0

Rental Value

^ net, on GFA

Capital Value N/A

Note: South East Queensland Retail refers to Brisbane, the Gold Coast and the Sunshine Coast retail markets

Retail Cities | Beijing

2Q 2012 Highlights

Beijing

Beijing’s retail environment has undergone
a significant upgrade in the last five years.
New malls in large developments citywide are
challenging the capital’s smartest shopping
centres, including Seasons Place, Oriental
Plaza, Wanda Plaza, China Central Place
and The Village at Sanlitun, in terms of both
tenants and customers. Beijing has become
pivotal to the China expansion strategies of
many international luxury brands as discerning
shoppers in both downtown and decentralised
areas become increasingly brand aware.

Two large
shopping malls
open beyond
the city centre

Demand for
space remains
robust

Overall rents
are relatively
stable

Demand
Retailer demand for core malls strengthened in 2Q12 as more
luxury brands expanded into Beijing. OMEGA, Chloé, Tombolini,
Santon and Cesare di Pino all opened new stores in Beijing
shopping centres including Seasons Place, Modern Plaza,
and Jinbao Place. Accordingly, rents of core shopping malls in
prime locations and a focus on luxury brands increased. Fast
fashion brands also increased their pace of expansion. Targeting
younger consumers, Capita Crystal, Yintai Department Store,
Solana, Shijingshan Wanda Plaza, INDIGO, Tiantongyuan Hualian
Shopping Centre, Galleria and Fortune Mall all introduced new
fast fashion tenants, including Uniqlo, H&M, iROO and MC Jeans.
Cinemas and jewellery stores were also active. CGV Cineplex
entered the new INDIGO mall and the Xin’ao Shopping Centre.
Yihe Gold and Shandong Gold opened flagship stores in Capita
Crystal and Zhongkun Plaza respectively, while jewellery retailer
Beijing Gongmei Group purchased 50,000 sqm to develop a
commercial plaza.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply

SUPPLY
Two large new shopping centres launched in 2Q12. INDIGO
(86,000 sqm) is located in Jiuxinqiao, with tenants including CGV
Cineplex, Costa Coffee, Sephora, H&M and Vero Moda. Located
in Olympic Park, Xin’ao Shopping Centre (150,000 sqm) features
anchor tenants Rainbow Department Store and Supermarket
and CGV Cineplex. Existing projects continued to help reduce
the vacancy rate. Capita Crystal, Macau Centre and Solana all
introduced new tenants, including Paris Baguette, Watson’s,
Sixty Eight, Kander’s Art, Uniqlo, McDonald’s and Top Star.
Several malls are undergoing renovations to enhance their
competitiveness. Chaoyang Joy City terminated its leasing deal
with Aeon Department Store and introduced its new Super
Children Town with tenants Mothercare, Xiaoguidangjia and
North China’s first Toys R Us store. Beijing APM underwent largescale redevelopment with plans to open the first Forever21 store
in mainland China, and Yintai Park Life adjusted its tenant-mix,
with plans to include a Lane Craft Boutique.

Asset Performance
In 2Q12, net effective rents in urban malls were relatively stable
due to lower rents in the two newly opened malls. Average rents
rose to RMB 710 per sqm per month, up 0.1% compared to 1Q12,
and a rise of 6.2% year on year. Despite occupancy in most
existing malls increasing marginally, significant new supply in
2Q12 pushed the overall vacancy rate up to 12%.

12-Month Outlook
Demand for retail space is expected to maintain its current
momentum in 2H12. Seven projects are scheduled to open in
the remainder of the year, adding 360,000 sqm of new space to
the market and bringing total supply in 2012 to approximately
678,000 sqm. As a result, a rise in the vacancy rate is expected.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ RMB 710 psm pm
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 10

Rental Value

^ net, on NLA

Capital Value

Note: Beijing Retail refers to Beijing’s Urban retail market
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Retail Cities | Hong
Bangkok
Kong

2Q 2012 Highlights

Hong Kong

Perhaps Asia’s most exciting retail city, Hong
Kong is a strategic market for international
retailers targeting local shoppers and tourism
visitors, particularly from Mainland China.
Luxury brands and high-street retailers vie
for prime positions at perennially buzzing
malls like Harbour City, Times Square
and ifc Mall as well as high-visibility store
fronts on Queen’s Road Central and Canton
Road in Tsimshatsui. Increasingly, retailers
also view Hong Kong as a springboard for
launching their expansions into China.
Wharf reaches
agreement with
government
on Ocean
Terminal lease

Rents increase
at a slower rate
as retailers
become more
cautious

Investment
volumes pick up
as speculators
return to the
market

Demand
The growth in total retail sales continued to moderate in 2Q12.
Year-on-year growth of 10.4% for the quarter was down from
the 15.8% recorded in 1Q12. This was partly due to a higher
base of comparison and slower momentum in visitor arrival
growth, which remained relatively flat at 15.3% year-on-year
in 2Q12. Slower retail sales growth had minimal impact on the
leasing market. Although some international retailers adopted a
more cautious approach to expansion, they remained optimistic
about the long-term market prospects. Tiffany & Co. leased a
ground floor store in Times Square; US fashion brand Tommy
Bahama will open its first Hong Kong store in Wanchai; and
Japan-based Jusco Stores committed to 150,000 sq ft in Skyline
Plaza in Tsuen Wan.
Investment activity remained brisk with speculators actively
targeting high street stores in Kowloon and Hong Kong
Island. Among the noteworthy sales transactions in 2Q12
were Emperor Plaza, a 195,600 sq ft Ginza-type commercial
development in Tsuen Wan for HKD 1.5 billion; Timeplus, a
small shopping centre in Causeway Bay for HKD 1.2 billion; and
the retail podium of Lime Stardom in Tai Kok Tsui for HKD 150
million.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply
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The superstructure work of a Ginza-type commercial
development at 1-29 Tang Lung Street in Causeway Bay
commenced in 2Q. The project, which has a total GFA of about
200,000 sq ft, is targeted for completion in 2013. Local developer
Wharf obtained a re-grant of its lease on the Ocean Terminal
lot in Tsimshatsui in June for another 21 years after agreeing to
pay a HKD 7.9 billion premium, plus annual rent. As part of the
re-grant, Wharf was also awarded an additional 49,848 sq ft of
commercial GFA.

10

12-Month Outlook
Economic growth is expected to slow further in the near-term,
although easing inflationary pressure will support domestic
retail sales. Retailers will be more cautious on rental levels,
given the slower growth in tourist arrivals and possible
weakening of the labour market amid softening economic
conditions. Notwithstanding, demand for retail premises and
rental growth are expected to remain intact, barring any
significant economic downturn.

CV Index (Street Shop)

1
1

Sustained demand for retail premises and low vacancy rates
caused rents to continue trending higher. Rents of overall prime
shopping centres were up 3.3% compared to 1Q12, and high rent
street rose 3.9%. Prime shopping centre rents were up 7.2%
during 1H12, and high street shop rents rose 8.5%. Sustained
demand from investors drove up the capital values of high-street
shops by 9.8% compared to 1Q12, raising H1 growth to 20.4%.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information
Prime Street Shops

Rental Value^ HKD 665.9 psf pm
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 13

12-Month Outlook
Rental Value
Prime Street Shops

^ net, on GFA

Premium Prime Shopping Centres

Premium Prime
Shopping Centres

^ net, on LFA

Overall Prime
Shopping Centres

Rental Value^ HKD 271.3 psf pm
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 13
Overall Prime Shopping Centres

Rental Value^ HKD 134.7 psf pm
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 11

Capital Value

^ net, on LFA

Note: Hong
Melbourne
Kong Retail refers to Melbourne’s
Hong Kong’s overall retail
Primemarket
and High Street retail markets

Retail Cities | Shanghai

2Q 2012 Highlights

Shanghai

China’s brash and, most diverse retail market
offers sophisticated malls like Plaza 66,
Grand Gateway and Raffles City in Puxi and
Super Brand Mall and IFC Mall in Pudong.
Shanghai’s retail landscape also includes
prime stores along Nanjing Road and
Huaihai Road, Xintiandi and the prestigious
waterfront Bund. The city’s expansion also
offers plentiful development opportunities in
decentralised areas, both east and west of the
Huangpu River that divides Shanghai.

Mid-range
fashion brands
speed up
expansion
beyond
downtown

Strong demand
drives up ground
floor rents
in prime and
decentralised
malls

Two en bloc
transactions
close in 2Q12

Demand
Leasing activity in the prime retail market remained strong in
2Q12. Steady growth in retail sales and an expanding urban
middle class underpin the optimistic outlook. In downtown
Shanghai, UK-retailer Marks & Spencer opened its largest store
in China (5,650 sqm gross floor area) at Golden Bell Plaza on
Huaihai Road, and Ashley, an American home products brand,
made its China debut with a 3,300 sqm store at Zhongshan Park.
As retail sales continued to grow in decentralised areas, many
retailers, especially new market entrants, have accelerated
their expansion plans to tap the large consumer populations
living beyond the city centre. After opening their first flagship
store in 2011 on East Nanjing Road, WE opened two stores in
decentralised locations, Sunny Days City and Hongkou Cloud 9.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

SUPPLY
Yifeng House (29,026 sqm) was completed in 2Q12. Located on
the iconic waterfront Bund, this high-end project has signed
luxury brands including Bottega Veneta, Gucci and Valentino.
Beyond downtown, Sunny Days City (90,000 sqm) was almost
100% leased when it opened, with anchor tenants including
Carrefour, Gap, Uniqlo and H&M. The fourth Wanda Plaza
(170,000 sqm) in Shanghai was completed in Baoshan District,
which will help satisfy strong demand for shopping options
in densely populated northern Shanghai. The typical Wanda
tenant mix includes a Wanda Department Store, KTV and
cinema.

Future Supply
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As leasing demand continued to strengthen in 2Q12, average
ground floor base rents for prime retail increased to to RMB
47.1 per sqm per day, up 1.2% compared to 1Q12. Rents in
decentralised areas increased to RMB 18.9 per sqm per day,
up 1.5% on 1Q12. Two en bloc transactions were completed
in 2Q12. A Shijiazhuang-based company acquired Atlantic
Department Store (15,000 sqm) in Wujiaochang for RMB 360
million, or RMB 24,000 per sqm. The retail podium of Shanghai
Rich Gate was purchased for RMB 1.08 billion, or RMB 95,000
per sqm.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

12-Month Outlook
Mid-range fashion and local F&B brands will continue to
expand and contribute to leasing demand in prime and
decentralised areas. An estimated 486,000 sqm of new prime
market supply and 429,000 sqm in decentralised areas will be
delivered in 2H12, as several projects have delayed completion
until 2013. As occurred with ifc Mall in 4Q10, IAPM and Jing An
Kerry Center will be delivered later in the year. Both will open
with a strong mix of global retailers and new market entrants,
thanks to their prime locations and experienced Hong Kong
developers.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ RMB 47.1 psm per day
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 1

Rental Value

^ net, on NLA

Capital Value

Note: Shanghai Retail refers to Shanghai’s overall Prime retail market
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Retail Cities | Guangzhou

2Q 2012 Highlights

Guangzhou
The economic engine of southern China,
Guangzhou continues to benefit from the
massive urban investment programme
undertaken ahead of hosting the 2010 Asian
Games. Taking advantage of greatly enhanced
infrastructure citywide, a handful of prime
retail centres have opened in the past three
years. A diversity of stylish malls in the
Tianhe CBD, Panyu and Zhujiang New Town
districts, plus strong consumer spending and
enhanced brand awareness continue to attract
big global and local brand names.
Economic
uncertainty
affects
expansionary
demand

Growth in the
Tianhe CBD
catchment leads
rents higher

Noteworthy
en bloc sale in
the investment
market

Demand
The slowdown in China’s economic growth and an unclear
outlook affected retail sales, which grew by 14.9% year-onyear during 1H12, compared to 16.4% in the same 2011 period.
Against this backdrop, many retailers suspended or slowed their
expansion plans, particularly in the emerging Baiyun and Panyu
sub-markets. Leasing requirements within Tianhe’s core retailing
area, however, remained intact. Growing occupancy in the Tianhe
CBD, together with strong leasing demand from big box, F&B
and entertainment retailers for premises in Zhujiang New Town
contributed to the overall vacancy rate tightening to 1.3% at the
end of 2Q12. Notable new lettings concluded in 2Q12 included
local restaurant South Sea Fishing Village leasing 3,500 sqm in
Zonghe Plaza, Mos Burger committing to 560 sqm in Mall of the
World Phase I, and Starbucks’ pre-commitment of 240 sqm in
Metropolitan Plaza in Liwan district.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply

SUPPLY
U-City, a new shopping centre developed by the Highsun Group
in the Panyu sub-market, opened in 2Q with a total GFA of
around 80,000 sqm. Anchored by big box retailer Sam’s Club
(occupying an GFA of 23,000 sqm), the mall was close to full
occupancy at the time of opening.

0

13

Asset Performance
Despite the slowdown in retail sales growth, retailers were
still willing to absorb higher rents to secure space in prime
locations, especially in the Tianhe CBD. As a result, average rents
in Guangzhou’s prime retail malls rose to RMB 9,655 per sqm
per annum, up 2.8% compared to 1Q12. In the retail investment
market, the en bloc acquisition of Rock Square in the Haizhu
sub-market by Pramerica Real Estate Investors was the standout
transaction. The RMB 2.0 billion sale price made it the largest
transaction on record in the Guangzhou retail sector in terms of
total consideration. The government’s moves to loosen monetary
policy lifted sentiment in the investment market and provided a
boost to capital values, which grew 2.9% compared to 1Q12.

12-Month Outlook
The uncertain outlook for China’s economy is expected to
dampen retail sales growth further and affect retailer demand
in the leasing market. At the same time, the overall vacancy rate
is expected to rise given that an estimated 400,000 sqm of new
supply is due for completion in 2H12. As such, we do not expect to
see much upward pressure on retail rents over the next 12 months.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ RMB 805 psm pm
Stage in Cycle Rents Slowing
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 12

Rental Value

^ net, on NLA

Capital Value

Note: Guangzhou Retail refers to Guangzhou’s Prime retail market

Retail Cities |  Delhi

2Q 2012 Highlights

Delhi

India’s sprawling capital city encompasses
several retail sub-markets. Leading malls
range from the Emporia, Select City Walk
and DLF Promenade in South Delhi to DT
City Center and Metro Mall in North Delhi.
Competition to attract savvy capital shoppers
is increasing between retailers, especially
in prime areas. Strong luxury sales are
also reported in the mall at Indira Gandhi
International Airport, the largest and busiest
airport in South Asia.

Sluggish
absorption
in 2Q12

Polarised
demand as
retailers favour
high quality
retail projects

Rents are
stagnant
across all
sub-markets

Demand
Leasing activity in malls remained sluggish, as retailers
continued to prefer leasing in strong performing malls with
single-digit vacancy rates. Retailers also chose to pre-commit
to upcoming projects that offer beneficial locations, design,
branding and business potential. Demand originated primarily
from clothing and accessories brands, F&B retailers and
electronic equipment vendors. Absorption volumes fell by 69%
from 1Q12 with net take-up at 171,000 sq ft, of which two-thirds
was attributed to select existing projects in the Suburbs submarket.
The overall vacancy rate improved to 24.7%, a 60 bps drop from
1Q12. Existing stock in the Prime South sub-market enjoys low
vacancies. Notable leases included Roberto Cavalli (3,000 sq ft)
and Van Laack (1,500 sq ft) at Emporio; Dunkin’ Donuts opened its
first store in India leasing 1,000 sq ft at DLF Courtyard in Saket;
and Mamagoto, a Japanese restaurant, leased 3,000 sq ft at
DLF Promenade in Vasant Kunj. The Prime Others sub-market
saw numerous leases, including Haldiram (6,000 sq ft) at Pacific
Mall, Subhash Nagar. Notable leases in the suburbs were all in
the Gurgaon precinct, including Reliance Digital (25,000 sq ft) at
Raheja Mall; Lemp Brew & Kitchen (10,292 sq ft) at DLF Star Mall;
and Fabindia (8,500 sq ft) at MGF Plaza.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply
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New supply in 2Q12 was limited to one completion in the Prime
Others sub-market. The retail component on the Delhi Metro
Airport Express-Shivaji Stadium (60,310 sq ft) transit point
opened with around 40% occupancy.  

90

Asset Performance
Overall rents remained stagnant as retailers resisted increases
and large retailers enjoyed the upper hand in negotiations.
Capital values showed a slight increase in the Prime South
sub-market, but remained stagnant in other sub-markets. For
the first time in nine quarters, a slight increase in capital values
saw yields compress by 10 bps.

12-Month Outlook
Ongoing government discussions on FDI in multi-brand retailing
may spur the entry of large-format global retailers. Upcoming
new malls will see leasing activity selectively based on location
and demographic profile. The Prime South sub-market will
continue to see active retailer interest. However, the lack of
leasable space and high demand in this sub-market means
that vacant space is likely to be promptly leased, forcing down
vacancies to an all-time low level and pushing up rents. Select
upcoming developments in the Prime Others sub-market and
suburbs should generate healthy demand volumes based
on current pre-commitment levels. As the supply of malls is
streamlined to meet upcoming demand, rents will either remain
stable or witness a marginal increase.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ INR 242 psf pm
Stage in Cycle Growth Slowing
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 6

Rental Value

Rental information is for the Prime South only
^ net, on GFA

Capital Value

Note: Delhi Retail refers to Delhi’s overall retail market
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Retail Cities | Mumbai

2Q 2012 Highlights

Mumbai

India’s pulsing financial and commercial
hub is also the nation’s edgiest retail market.
Brand awareness among consumers is
growing fast, encouraging more international
retailers and luxury brands to open in
Mumbai. However, a wave of real estate
development in 2011 across this vast city has
caused an imbalance in supply, and many lowquality malls are being retrofitted into standalone and high street style retail formats.

Net take-up
slows in 2Q12
due to cautious
expansion by
retailers

Overall
vacancy rate
declines

Rents and
capital values
increase in
select submarkets

Demand
Retail demand in 2Q12 was weighted towards high-quality malls,
and overall take-up slowed as retailers became cautious about
their expansion plans. The city recorded total net absorption of
152,800 sq ft in 2Q12, a significant drop compared to the 488,000
sq ft recorded in 1Q12. Demand from retailers was concentrated
in malls in the suburbs, because of their better infrastructure
and vast residential catchment areas. A lack of new retail
space in the Prime South continued to cause strong demand
for existing malls, given the area’s high-end demographics and
office catchment areas. Dominated by high street and standalone retail formats in the Prime North sub-market, demand for
mall space remained subdued in 2Q12, and the vacancy rate
held steady. The low supply of quality mall space across Mumbai
continued to contribute to the polarisation of retailer demand
between good and poor malls, with the latter struggling to find
retailers.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply

SUPPLY
No new completions were recorded in 2Q12. Mumbai’s total
retail stock remained at the 1Q12 level of 17.93 million sq ft,
with the average vacancy rate improving to 22.1%.

Asset Performance
Rents increased in the Prime South and Suburbs sub-markets.
Prime South saw a quarterly rise of 0.8%, due to the limited
options available to retailers. A gradual increase in the
occupancy rates of select quality malls in the Suburbs raised
average rents by 2.0% during 2Q12. Low demand for poorly
designed malls in the Prime North sub-market prevented
growth in rents and capital values. Capital values in the Prime
South and suburbs increased marginally in 2Q12 by 1.3% and
2.2%, respectively. Investment sentiment was bearish, due to a
slowdown in domestic economic growth and enduring global
uncertainty.

12-Month Outlook
Absorption is expected to strengthen in 2H12, with increased
take-up forecast at existing malls along with the completion of
a few major malls in the suburbs sub-market. Polarisation of
demand is likely to continue, as it is concentrated on strategically
located and well-designed malls with good management. Vacancy
rates should decline gradually as supply slows over the coming
months and developers focus on stand-alone and mixed-use
development retail formats. Rents and capital values are likely to
increase steadily – albeit to varying degrees – in all sub-markets.
Policies regarding the permission of multi-brand retail FDI are
likely to be on the agenda in the coming months. If such policies
are implemented, the business friendly environment that will be
created for developers and retailers could boost the retail industry.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ INR 240 psf pm
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Peak 5

Rental Value

^ gross, on GFA; Prime South Mumbai

Note: Mumbai Retail refers to Mumbai’s overall retail market

Capital Value

Retail Cities | Singapore

2Q 2012 Highlights

Singapore

In addition to strong domestic purchasing
power, Singapore is an aspirational shopping
destination for visitors from across Asia. Most
shoppers head straight for Orchard Road, one
of Asia’s iconic commercial streets. The sleek
malls on this downtown strip have undergone
considerable restyling in recent years and
new developments are extending east towards
Dhoby Ghaut MRT station. Singapore’s retail
scene is also diversifying, with new malls
opening around Marina Bay, and retailers
expanding into new suburban shopping centres.

Prime Grade A
occupancy
inches up
marginally

Suburban
rents remain
unchanged

Capital values
record positive
growth

Demand
The overall vacancy rate improved slightly in 2Q12 as the
refurbishment of Shaw Centre added to an expanding
Asset Enhancement Initiatives (AEI) list. Long overdue for
renovation, the mall announced its decision to cease all leases
by June 2012 to conduct major realignment work on the largely
vacant premises. Wisma Atria, on the other hand, is already
reaping the benefits from its renovation, attracting key luxury
brands such as Tory Burch, Tag Heuer, and Coach. Healthy
consumer demand for luxury goods and dining supported
strong demand for luxury and F&B space in 2Q12, while midrange tenants, particularly in the fashion industry, suffered
from cutbacks in consumer expenditure and increasing
business costs. This had already caused a consolidation of
renowned brands, such as Topshop and Miss Selfridge, in the
weaker Marina sub-market in 1Q12. Excluding motor vehicles,
April’s retail sales recorded slower annual growth of 2.9%,
compared to 7.7% in February and 6.5% in March, suggesting
that consumer sentiment is still weak.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply

SUPPLY
Two significant additions to the Marina sub-market in 2Q12 were
Marina Bay Financial Centre Tower 3 (7,637 sqm), and the partial
opening of Bugis+ (14,441 sqm), with pre-commitment levels
of over 90%. Bugis+ complements Bugis Junction and Bugis
Street by catering to higher-end youth fashion, and comprises
established brands such as Uniqlo and Sephora. Several
completions are slated for the remainder of 2012, including Plaza
Singapura Extension (11,797 sqm) in the Orchard sub-market,
100AM (11,799 sqm) in the Marina sub-market, and Star Vista
(15,143 sqm) in the Suburban sub-market.

Asset Performance
Primary and Marina retail rents came close to stabilising
despite declining quarter-on-quarter by 0.1% and 0.4%,
respectively. Healthy take-up of retail space by the luxury
brands and F&B sectors continued to support the leasing
market, with the fundamentals of a tight labour market
reflecting consumer optimism for the near future. Rents for the
Suburban sub-market remained stable. Average capital values
rose marginally across all sub-markets in 2Q12, reflecting
improved investor sentiment within the retail sector.

12-Month Outlook
With GDP growth expectations remaining unchanged at
between 1.0% and 3.0%, gradual improvements in consumer
sentiment and visitor arrivals should support a stabilisation of
rentals by early 2013. With pre-commitment levels remaining
healthy for new malls, older malls are likely to take the
opportunity to conduct enhancement works to stay competitive
with their younger counterparts.
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Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ SGD 4,208 psm pa
Stage in Cycle Rents Declining
No. of Quarters Since Last Peak 9

Rental Value

^ net effective, on NLA

Capital Value

Note: Singapore Retail refers to Singapore’s Prime, Suburban and Marina retail markets
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Retail Cities | Jakarta

2Q 2012 Highlights

Jakarta

Sustained economic growth, diversified
shopping options and evolving brand
preferences are driving the Indonesian
capital’s fast-growing consumer market.
A wave of real estate development in prime
areas has delivered high-end malls, such
as Plaza Senayan, Plaza Indonesia and
Taman Anggrek, targeting middle class
spending power. New entrants are jostling
for position, with Malaysia’s Parkson and
Thailand’s Central Group department stores
recently announcing new investments.

Leasing
dominated by
fashion and
F&B

Two major
projects are
scheduled to
open in 2H12

Rentals increase
marginally
along with
the pick-up in
occupancy

Demand
Leasing activity in 2Q12 remained healthy with net absorption
stabilising at around 8,600 sqm. The occupancy rate in most
shopping malls rose to more than 95%, and availability of
large space is limited. Fashion and F&B outlets continued to
generate significant demand for retail space in 2Q12. Notable
leases included Vinoteca at Pacific Place, Furla and BonChon
Chicken at Main Street Gandaria, and La Senza, Best Home,
and Swan Jewelry at Pondok Indah Mall 1. Pre-commitment
rates in proposed retail projects remained strong. Sogo, Ace
Hardware, Celebrity Fitness, Carrefour, Gramedia, Cinema
XXI, Informa are among the major brands opening at Kota
Kasablanka; and Lotte will take up space at Ciputra World. As
no new supply entered the market, the overall vacancy rate
decreased to 4.1% in 2Q12, from 4.8% in 1Q12.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

SUPPLY
The prime retail stock remained unchanged with no new
projects becoming available in 2Q12. Total inventory stood at
around 1.3 million sqm. The Kota Kasablanka and Ciputra World
developments are both expected to complete in 2H12, adding a
total of 140,000 sqm of retail space to Jakarta’s existing market.
Although a limited number of projects are scheduled in the next
three to five years, more high-grade retail developments are
expected to enter the market in the future.

Asset Performance
Average rents increased just 0.6% in 2Q12 compared to 1Q12,
with only a few projects adjusting their rates, mostly for new
tenants. Service charges also picked up in Indonesian rupiah
value, but declined in US dollar value due to the depreciation of
the rupiah during 2Q12. The growth of capital values remained
positive but marginal at 0.9% growth from the previous quarter.
Yields stabilised at around 11.2%, but no major transactions
were recorded.

12-Month Outlook
With two major retail developments scheduled to open in 2H12,
demand is expected to rise in the next few quarters on the back
of growing retailer confidence and a shift in consumer lifestyles.
In 2013, no prime retail projects are scheduled for delivery,
and the market is likely to face a limited supply situation set
against sustained demand. Hypermarkets, department stores
and entertainment outlets are actively looking for space in these
new developments. Smaller tenants including fashion and F&B
stores are predicted to announce expansion plans, and open new
stores in both existing and proposed developments. Rents should
continue improving moderately over the short-to-medium term
along with capital values.

Future Supply
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completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ IDR 4,804,018 psm pa
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Peak 5

Rental Value

^ net, effective, on NLA

Capital Value

Note: Jakarta Retail refers to Jakarta’s Prime retail market

Retail Cities | Bangkok

2Q 2012 Highlights

Bangkok

Thailand’s capital has a strong consumer
market and also promotes itself as a highend shopping destination. There are plentiful
options for brand-hungry downtown
shoppers. In addition to the hip, glassy malls
in the city centre, such as Siam Paragon,
Emporium, Terminal 21 and Erawan
Bangkok, large and neighbourhood shopping
centres are being developed in decentralised
areas to target suburban catchment areas.

More new
supply and
strong take-up

Gross rents
increase
slightly in
2Q12

Capital values
continue to
rise, yields
remain stable

Demand
Leasing demand in 2Q12 remained strong, due to expansion
by both established brands and newer market entrants. The
overall vacancy rate dropped significantly to 5.8% in 2Q12,
from 8.7% in 1Q12, mainly because of the high absorption rate
of Mega Bangna. Major deals completed in 2Q included Uniqlo
(1,966 sqm), Fitness First (2,400 sqm), and Forever21 Thailand
flagship store (2,200 sqm). In addition, H&M secured 3,000 sqm
of space for its Thailand flagship store at Siam Paragon, which
is expected to open in the second half of 2012.

SUPPLY
Siam Future Development expanded its retail portfolio with the
super-regional mall Mega Bangna, which houses Thailand’s
first IKEA store, plus Big C Extra, Robinsons Department Store,
Mega Cineplex and Homepro serving as anchor tenants. The
project is now completed, adding 400,000 sqm to Bangkok’s
total stock. Another prime project was the 30,000 sqm Asiatique
the Riverfront, which was completed by TCC Land Group on
Charoenkrung Road beside Bangkok’s Chao Phraya River. In
the outer north zone, The Promenade, which was completed
by Siam Retail Development, developer of the adjacent Fashion
Island, has a total area of 18,000 sqm.

Asset Performance
Gross rents increased marginally to THB 2,190 per sqm per
month in 2Q12, mainly supported by strong demand from
both expanding retailers and newcomers. Capital values also
continued to rise, reaching THB 160,988 per sqm in 2Q12. As a
result, market yields remained steady at 12.8%.

12-Month Outlook
The retail market outlook is still positive, with more than
400,000 sqm of supply from both new completions and
refurbishments expected to enter the market from Q3 onwards.
Leasing demand from both local and international brands
remains robust. The economic slowdown in the Eurozone has
caused international brands to focus on the Asian market, with
many big names planning to open their first flagship stores
in Thailand in 2H12.The vacancy rate is expected to continue
declining, while rents should also rise as prime retail space
becomes scarcer. Capital values are expected to remain
buoyant, given the current market conditions and the large
amount of interest in owning retail assets.

Retail Stock Completions
Completions in thousand sqm

Future Supply
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85
80

Capital Value Index
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4Q

11

4Q

Index Base 4Q07 = 100

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle
For 2007 to 2011, completions are year end annual. For 2012,
completions are as at 1H12, while future supply is for 2H12.

Rental information

12-Month Outlook

Rental Value^ THB 20,613 psm pa
Stage in Cycle Rents Rising
No. of Quarters Since Last Trough 13

Rental Value

^ net, on NLA

Capital Value

Note: Bangkok Retail refers to Bangkok’s Prime retail market
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Jones Lang LaSalle Retail Track Record:
Recent Highlights
Project Leasing

58.21
million sq ft
Leasing

50

million sq ft
Property and Asset
Management

73.4
231
million sq ft

malls under
management

Capital markets

4

> USD

billion in
transactions
Project Development
Services

3

million sq ft
REIS

The Asia Pacific
Research team
provide in depth
coverage of 41
retail markets
in 10 countries

India
Project Leasing
Phoenix Market City,
Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore –
3.3 million sq ft, sole leasing
agents since 2007
Acropolis, Kolkata –
0.3 million sq ft, leasing
Infinity 2, Mumbai –
0.85 million sq ft, leasing
IREO, Gurgaon –
0.3 million sq ft, advisory
TRIL, portfolio of projects
spread across Nagpur,
Chennai, Amritsar and
Gurgaon – advisory
Express Avenue Phase II,
Chennai – 0.3 million sq ft,
advisory
BPTP, Noida – leasing and
advisory (first mixed-use
commercial development by
the developer)
Nitesh Estates, Bangalore –
0.7 million sq ft, leasing and
advisory

China
Project Leasing

Fairway Holdings, Sri Lanka
– 0.7 million sq ft, advisory

Sanlitun Village, Beijing
– retail consulting and
principle leasing

IPCO, Bangladesh –
0.7 million sq ft, advisory

Kerry Centre, Beijing – retail
consulting and principle
leasing

Leasing
Hamleys – multi city
expansion  for 9 stores
aggregating to over
0.1 million sq ft
Super Dry – over
12,500 sq ft leased
Marks & Spencer – over 13
stores till date
Shoppers Stop – 11 stores

Weihai Wego Shopping
Mall, Shandong – retail
consulting and sole leasing
agency

Singapore

INDIGO, Beijing – principle
leasing

Capital Markets

Leasing
Marks & Spencer, Shanghai
– 61,000 sq ft flagship

Lifestyle (Landmark Group)
– 9 stores

Property and Asset
Management

Reliance group – over
1.5 million sq ft space
leased till date

On behalf of Macquarie
in China, management of
9 shopping centre assets
totalling over 5.3 million sq ft

Future group – over
5 million sq ft

Capital Markets
Property and Asset
Management

Everbright Mall, Guangzhou
– sold for USD 318 million

DLF – 9 malls aggregating to
over 2.1 million sq ft

Tianxing Roosevelt Mall,
Dalian – sold for USD 330
million

Ambience – mall
management consultancy
for two properties of over
3 million sq ft

NEX – 50% interest sold for
USD 655 million

Thailand
Leasing
Banana Walk, Phuket  –
leasing and property
management
The Phyll, Bangkok – retail
development consulting and
leasing
Property and Asset
Management
Rain Hill, Bangkok
The Erawan, Bangkok
Chamchuri Square,
Bangkok

Retail Track Records

Japan
Project and
Development services
UNIQLO - coordinating the
Japan-based store design
team and establishing the
Taipei and Seoul flagship
stores, including the new
fit-out

Taiwan
Capital Markets
Galaxy Tower, Taipei – sold
for USD 223.7 million

Hong Kong
Leasing
Gap, Mongkok –
22,000 sq ft flagship store
Richemont brands –
portfolio expansion
requirements with particular
focus in Causeway Bay
Longchamp, Canton
Road – 8,000 sq ft one of
the most highly sought after
locations globally
Breitling – Hong Kong
flagship store in Causeway
Bay, over 10,000 sq ft

Australia
Property and Asset
Management
Perron Investments –
management of a
portfolio of retail properties
in New South Wales and
Western Australia totalling
some 1.5 million sq ft
The Industry
Superannuation Property
Trust – a portfolio of
19 retail properties across
Australia, over 3 million
sq ft under management

Capital Markets
Centro Portfolio – 50%
stake sold in three shopping
centres across Australia
for USD 683 million
Northland Shopping Centre,
Melbourne – 50% interest
sold for USD 480 million

New Zealand
Property and Asset
Management
Eastgate Shopping Centre,
Christchurch – 323,000 sq ft
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Retail opportunities in every square
It takes perspective and expertise to stay ahead. Jones Lang LaSalle combines
in-depth local knowledge with far-reaching global insights to help you discover
hidden opportunities.
With our retail intelligence and integrated platform of leasing, management and
capital markets, we provide solid advice that will maximize your investment.
From the high street to out of town, from mini-mart to mega-mall, we measure
value the same way… one square at a time.

joneslanglasalle.com/asiapacific

Jones Lang LaSalle Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific
www.joneslanglasalle.com/asiapacific
Australia
www.joneslanglasalle.com.au
China
www.joneslanglasalle.com.cn
Hong Kong
www.joneslanglasalle.com.hk
India
www.joneslanglasalle.co.in
Indonesia
www.joneslanglasalle.co.id
Japan
www.joneslanglasalle.co.jp
Korea
www.joneslanglasallekorea.co.kr
Macau
www.joneslanglasalle.com.mo
New Zealand
www.joneslanglasalle.co.nz
Philippines
www.joneslanglasalleleechiu.com.ph
Singapore
www.joneslanglasalle.com.sg
Sri Lanka
www.joneslanglasalle.com.lk/
Taiwan
www.joneslanglasalle.com.tw
Thailand
www.joneslanglasalle.co.th
Vietnam
www.joneslanglasalle.com.vn
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